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Are your bedtime
kisses safe ones?

A recent round of tests by
Health Canada revealed
detectable levels of lead in 21
out of 26 samples of lipstick
sold in Canada. The absorption
of even very low levels of lead
can greatly harm infants and
young children. And according
to the Environmental Working
Group, the average woman eats
about nine pounds of lipstick
over her lifetime. Ick. 

NVEY ECO ORGANIC LIPSTICK
from www.upurea.ca 

Seriously, how big of an impact 
could they really have? ANSWER: MASSIVE!

Keep these two beautiful and functional reusables at home or take
them with you. It’s all of those little things that really add up. (And
you’ll start a great conversation when you pull them out!)

GLASS DHARMA DRINKING STRAW 
Various lengths, shapes and sizes. 
Lifetime guarantee - glassdharma.com

BAMBU SNAPSTIX® 
Organically grown bamboo, 
reusable chopstick and rest in one simple package 
Green Design Studio, Toronto

ecosuave
A smooth + sophisticated showcase for living the green life.

By Lisa Borden

Top 5 Signs you haven’t really gone green.

1 It takes two people and a truck to deliver your weekly bottled water.

2 You think ENERGY STAR is an award for using the most energy in a month.

3 You believe you are buying local because you shop at the nearest Walmart.

4 The people at your local coffee shop greet you by name and already have your 
cup written on when you walk in.

5 You tell others that you only double-bag the really heavy stuff you buy at the grocery store.

Leave the dirt at the door.

Think of your kids crawling around in your home on
pesticides, road oil and gas, and assorted outdoor gunk.
The professional cleaning industry believes that 85% of
indoor dirt is tracked in from the outdoors on our shoes
and pet paws. And, in a warning about lead exposure, the
EPA specifically recommends that shoes remain outside
the house. Just remove your shoes at the door – your
house will stay cleaner, toxics won’t come in, and you have
an excuse to buy new slippers! 

What is going green anyway? 

Getting “greener” is only about developing new
routines and replacing bad habits with positive ones that
will save a little money, save a little time and save our
little planet. You’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner…
and you’ll quickly be looking for your next habit to
break. To quote Aristotle, “We are what we repeatedly
do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”

And on the subject of rubber
ducks– make sure yours is a
natural rubber duck. It should be
phthalate-free with no vinyl (no-PVC)
painted with non-toxic, lead-free paints. 
That goes for all of your childrens’ toys! Recent
Health Canada tests found three-quarters of
soft plastic toys and items for young children
for sale in Canada contained toxic chemical
additives known to cause reproductive harm in
children. Phthalates, used to soften plastic toys,
have been banned since 1999 in the European
Union. What’s wrong with our government?

NATURAL RUBBER DUCK
PVC free and squeaky - Grassroots Store, Toronto

Rubber Duckie, 
you’re the one!

Funny, thought-provoking and incredibly disturbing,
“Slow Death by Rubber Duck” reveals that just the living
of daily life creates a chemical soup inside each of us.
Over the period of a week – the kind of week that would
be familiar to most people – the authors use their own
bodies as the reference point and tell the story of
pollution in our modern world, the miscreant corporate
giants who manufacture the toxins, the weak-kneed
government officials who let it
happen, and the effects on people
and families across the globe.
Parents and concerned citizens will
have to read this book. Ultimately
hopeful, the book empowers
readers with some simple ideas
for protecting themselves and
their families, and changing
things for the better.

SLOW DEATH BY RUBBER DUCK
Just released and available through
www.environmentaldefence.ca 

Get rid of junk for free. 

A recent Canadian Marketing Study quoted in the Flyer
Distribution Standards Association newsletter suggests that: 

67%of Canadians are not interested
in flyers and advertising that
comes in the mail. 25%of Canadians

discard them
without reading. 

Had enough with all the useless junk mail delivered to your door? Then join The Red Dot Campaign.




